
Chapter 13: 
solubility



Lesson 1: 
substances & mixtures
Substances, mixture, heterogeneous mixture, 
homogeneous mixture, solution



Recall:
•What is the difference between a substance 
and a mixture?

•What are the two types of substances?

•What are the two types of mixtures?

•Name characteristics of each.

•What is another name for homogeneous 
mixture?



Lesson 2: Properties 
of solutions
Solvent, solute, polar molecule, concentration, 
solubility, saturated solution, unsaturated 
solution



Parts of Solution•A solution is a 
homogeneous mixture.

•There are two terms that 
make up a solution.
�Solvent: exists in the 
greatest quantity
�Solute: all other 
substances in a solution

•Example: our atmosphere
�Solvent:
�Solute:



Parts of a Solution

•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AN4KifV12DA

•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9h2f1Bjr0p4

•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKk_7NIKY3Y



Types of Solutions
•Solutions can exist in all three states of 
matter.

•The state of the solvent determines the state 
of the solution.

•Table 1 on page 462



Water as a Solvent
•Water is often a solute used in labs and is often 
called the universal solvent.

•Water is polar covalent molecule.
�What does this mean?
�Because water is a polar molecule,, it dissolves other 
polar molecules easily.
�“Like dissolves like”
�It dissolves polar and ionic solutes.



Polar Solutes & Polar Molecules
•Figure 6 on page 463
�Rubbing alcohol is polar.
�Therefore, when rubbing alcohol and 
water mix, the positive ends are 
attracted to the negative ends.
�Alcohol molecules dissolve in the solvent.



Polar Solvents & Ionic Compounds
•Ionic compounds are composed of 
alternating positive & negative ions.

•Example: Salt water NaCl

•Figure 7 on 463
�Ions are pulled apart by water 
molecules.



Concentration- How much is 
dissolved?

•Concentration: the amount of a particular 
solute in a given amount of solution.

•The higher the concentration of sugar in 
coffee, the sweeter the coffee will taste



Which is concentrated?
Which is dilute?



Calculating Concentration
•Concentration (C)= Mass of solute (m)

� Volume of solution (v)

•Calculate the concentration of salt in a 0.4 L 
can of soup. The can contains 1.6 g of salt. 
What is the concentration in g/L?

•Complete practice problems on page 465.



Concentration Percent
•To find the percentage of a solute in a solution 
you need to divide its volume by the total 
volume of the container.
�A 100 mL container of orange juice contains 3 mL 
of Vitamin C. What is the percentage of Vitamin 
C?
�Find the concentration of 60 mL of grape juice 
in a 200 mL cranberry-grape drink and state it 
as a percentage.



Solubility
•The maximum amount of solute that can be 
dissolved in a given amount of solvent at a given 
temperature and pressure

•If a substance has a high solubility, more of it 
can dissolve in a given solvent.



Types of Solutions
•Saturated solution: a solution that contains the 
maximum amount of solute the solution can 
hold at a given temperature and pressure.

•Unsaturated solution: a solution that can still 
dissolve more solute at a given temperature 
and pressure.



Factors that Affect Solubility
•Temperature
�The greater the temperature, the more soluble
�Example: sugar in tea

•Pressure
�The greater the pressure, the longer the solute 
stays in a solvent
�Example: Soda in an open bottle





How Fast a Solute Dissolves
•Temperature and pressure can affect 
how much solute dissolves.

•If a solute and solvent particles come into 
contact more often, the solute dissolves 
faster.
�Stirring ice tea mix
�Crushing sugar cubes
�Heating a solution



•https://app.discoveryeducation.com/lear
n/videos/b60a028b-8053-413c-92a1-
ec898033fdbc?hasLocalHost=false

•Acids and Bases

•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dup
XDD87oHc


